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The Seal That Say’s A Thousand Words

What Little Is Known
Thomas Jefferson scholarʼs have never presented a detailed history of Jeffersonʼs lost 
personal seal. Only drawings of the original seal impression are known to exist today, 
aside of the one impression found on page one of this document.

Jeffersons and Historical Seal Involvement
Jefferson was no stranger with his direct involvement with being a member of the first 
Great Seal Committee of the United States. Working with Franklin and Adams, all three 
were known to have had little heraldry experience. They and members of a total of three 
seal committees, sought the help of artist Pierre Du Simitiere and a 28 year old heraldic 
expert, William Barton. The fact is that little exists on his identity and he is credited for 
drawing the surviving, first United States, Great Seal proposed seal design that only a 
skilled artist could make. Not just any skilled artist, but a skilled engraver, who had 
years of experience and knowledge in this field, trained from birth, who presented this 
Scottish design, a Jacobite design in fact! The person behind all the designs and the 
making of the seals was Robert Scot of Edinburgh. 

Note: The uniformed man is wearing a 
Scottish Jacobite flower and the flute.    
According to a tradition widely honored in 
New England, when the colonial militias 
moved down from Punkatasset Hill to 
confront the British troops at Concordʼs 
North Bridge on April 19, 1775, they 
marched to a tune called “The White 
Cockade.”  If indeed they did, it was a bold 
taunt of defiance.  “The White Cockade” 
was a traditional Scottish tune that 
celebrated the attempt by “Bonnie Prince 
Charlie” to reclaim the throne of Britain for 
the House of Stuart.   During the 1745 
Jacobite uprising, the Bonnie Prince 
plucked a white rose and placed it on his 

bonnet as a symbol of rebellion.    Long afterward, the famous Scottish poet Robert 
Burns recalled the scene with a line of lyrics he set to the tune in 1790: “He takes the 
field wiʼ his White Cockade.”
     “The White Cockade” was well-known in the colonies at the time of the American 
Revolution, as a country dance tune and a fife and drum piece.   But on that first day of 
American rebellion, on April 19th, was the tune played. Robert Scotʼs father founded the 
Scotʼs lodge of Canongate, where it is now believed the 1745 Up-Rising was planned to 
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restore the Bonnie Prince. Scotʼs engraving 
teacher was Sir Robert Strange, the Life Guard or 
body guard of the Scottish Prince and the “Royal 
Jacobite Engraver”. The picture to the right is 
from Robert Scotʼs Gr-Great Grandfathers 
fireplace, Sir John Scot of Scotstarvit, located at 
Scotstarvit tower in Scotland. Showing the 
identical zoroastrian fire pillar with the phoenix 
rising(Templar Symbolism) from the flame. Which 
only would have been known to Scot, for its 
design use on the Great Seal, proposed design 
that was rejected. Never would this be known to a 
28 year old William Barton, who is credited for 
Robert Scotʼs actual designs and scholars still 
know next to nothing about this 28 year old who 
is credited for being one of our nationʼs, national 
coat of arms designer. Scot left all of his makers 
marks in the proposed surviving drawings that 
can not “Ever” be disproved or cast aside as 
being true! The US Seals were part of Scotʼs 
purpose for being in the United States in 1775. 

Jeffersons and Scots Association
Scot was known for his engraving of flat works, notably banknotes. After moving to 
Fredericksburg, Virginia by 1775, he engraved plates for subsistence money, bills of 
exchange, and office scales. In 1780, he was appointed Engraver for the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, where his work was praised by future President Thomas 
Jefferson. Scotʼs first association with Jefferson would have been at the time of when 
Scot made Virginiaʼs first State seal, where little documentation is known that Scot 
made the state seal and Indian Peace Medals for Jefferson.

MS in two slips, among Contingent Fund Vouchers (Vi). Scotʼs Invoice is evidently in his 
own hand; the first of TJʼs two notes, together with the Auditorsʼ statement, is on its 
verso. TJʼs second note is on a separate slip. A covering sheet bears arithmetical 
calculations on recto and the following endorsement on verso: “April 2d. 1781 Robert. 
Scott £4760.14. Contingent. [In another hand:] Exd.” (For a note on the Contingent 
Fund Vouchers in Vi, see George Brooke to TJ, 25 Jan. 1781.)
From this and related documents it is clear that TJ had called on the Richmond artisan 
Robert Scot to execute the earliest Indian medal issued by the State of Virginia or 
perhaps by any state of which an example is known to survive (though it will be noted 
that the term Indian medal is not used in the present paper). There can be little doubt 
that this was done on the occasion of a visit to Richmond by Potclay and other 
Cherokee Indian chiefs, whom TJ planned to have continue their travels northward to 
Congress and Washingtonʼs army (see entry for TJ to Huntington, 10 Oct.; Page to TJ, 
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20 Oct.; and Huntington to TJ, 21 Oct. 1780). Examples 
of the Virginia Indian medal of 1780 survive but are of 
great rarity; the illustration of the medal in the present 
volume is taken from an example in the Appleton 
Collection in the Massachusetts Historical Society. C. 
Wyllys Betts, American Colonial History Illustrated by 
Contemporary Medals, N.Y., 1894, p. 261–2 (No. 570), 
records this and one other example (in the British 
Museum) and gives the following description: NOTE 
THE OBVERSE SLOGAN....DOCUMENTED THAT 
SCOT MADE THE MEDAL.
“Obv. Rebellion to Tyrants is obedience to god. On a 
label in the upper part of the field, Virginia. Arms of 
Virginia; a woman in armor, with a sword in right hand 
and a spear in her left, presses her right foot on a man 
lying prostrate, and with her left foot secures a chain, 

which he clutches with his left hand; on the ground is a crown.
“Rev. happy while united. In exergue, 1780. At the right is a strange sort of tree, under 
which an Indian at the left and a white officer at the right, are seated; the Indian holds a 
pipe; at the left is an open sea, on which are three vessels; near them is a rocky point 
with a house.”
In design, this medal continued a well-established tradition: the reverse and the loop 
(calumet and eagleʼs wing) are quite similar to those found in several Indian medals 
issued during the colonial period (e.g., Betts, No. 510, dated 1764; compare Nos. 509, 
511), but in the obverse Scot substituted the seal of Virginia and Jeffersonʼs favorite 
motto, “Rebellion to tyrants is Obedience to God”

The motto "Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God." -- This famous saying of both 
Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin is said to have been on the epitaph of John 
Bradshaw (1602-1659), a British judge who presided over the trial of King Charles I, 
when his body was re-interred in Jamaica (where it was taken by his son to protect it 
from the fury of the Restoration towards regicides). The motto was also used by the 
Colony of Connecticutʼs, Governor Robert Treat, who refused to give up the Colony 
Charter in 1687. The maternal great grandfather of the Robert Treat Paine, signer of the 
Declaration of Independence. Treat was known for harboring the last two “Regicide 
Judges” Whalley and Goffe in the Milford Colony. Treat used this motto because of his 
association to the two, last surviving Regicide Judges. Who condemned and beheaded 
Charles I in 1649, during Oliver Cromwellʼs rule. Whats ironic is that Roberts Scotʼs 
entire family to the line was was united by blood with the Stuarts since the 11th Century. 
Adding that this Robert Scotʼs, ancient direct family adopted the first name Scott in 
Scottish surname history. Where they were originally named Fleming, to their original 
father of their true bloodline, Sir Michael Le Fleming of Furness and Agnes of 
Dunbar.Richard Fleming, adopts the name Scott and married the 2nd High Stewards 
half sister, Avicia de London of Molle. The Scott line becomes the famous and most 
powerful family in Scotland's history, named the Buccleuch-Scott family and the 2nd “S” 
was dropped when Roberts line took the title as director of Chancery. They dropped the 
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2nd “S” in recognition of the directorʼs of Chancery, which covers their control of all 
Charters under the King directly. When Virginia and any Colony was founded in 
America, the Scot line was involved in the issuing of the land charters directly. Scotʼs 
great grandfather Sir John Scot, aside of being the director of Chancery who was 
removed from office by Oliver Cromwell was also one of the investors of the Virginia 
Company. Lieutenant Governor Spotswood was acting Governor for Virginiaʼs, 
Governor George Hamilton, 1st Earl of Orkney. Hamiltonʼs last name changed to 
Hamilton when he married the Hamilton heiress. Born the son of William Douglas, 1st 
Earl of Selkirk, who are originally Scott/Flemings by direct male lineage.

The point being made with a seven years, research study on Robert Scot the United 
States engraver and his ancient family to the highest ranking royals of the Scottish 
Crown. Quote “Robert was not earning favor of the Founding Fathers, when he came to 
America” The founding fathers were under the umbrella of the Royal Jacobite families 
and Scot was the highest ranking representative of the ruling families of Scotland in the 
United States who were in control of the United States government, including its leading 
officials, Freemasonry, symbolism, and the foundations of the banking system. Now it 
can be said that the Scot family are part of the direct origins of Freemasonry in Europe 
and the UK with their royal bloodlines linked directly to the ancient kings of the 
Merovingian Dynasty, the Dalrita and Pictish Kings of Scotland, England and Ireland.
 
William & Mary-2nd Seal Connection

The President of the the Collage of William & 
Mary was the Reverend James Madison. Few 
references exist on this history of the collageʼs 
2nd seal, where Madison documented in his 
papers of Volume 11(pg-79), the receipt to pay for 
the seal that was made by Robert Scot. Even 
though this original seal is lost, the collage 
preserved this photograph image of the original 
2nd seal.

My Hats off to Bishop Madison and the collage, If 
it was not for this seal image and Madison 
documenting that Scot made the seal with the 
payment receipt, the United States would have 

lost the most significant evidence that proves Scot 
made the United States Great Seals. This most significant Great Seal evidence. Which 
is the identical comparison of the chain link type boarders on the outside edges of the 
United States, Great Seal and the collage seal. Showing that they are identical and 
made by the same hand of Robert Scot. Historianʼs believe that Jefferson had close 
association to helping, in the design of the 2nd collage seal.
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Jefferson is documented as the most famous member of the William & Mary, Flat Hat 
Club. Another vital aspect of the Scot-Jefferson connection is the new evidence found, 
with the study of the Flat Hat Club engraved medals of membership. Where is can be 
proven that Scot made these few surviving relics for the club. Each of these has several 
Scot makers marks, as do the seals. What is very unique is that the “Flat Hat Club” 
membership medals, monograms are are all identical to other known relic engraved by 
Scot. 

Below you can see the monograms of two Flat Hat Cub membership medals and 
Jeffersons seal monogram letters. The bottom right seal is the seal George Washington 
had made for his nephew, Lawrence A. Washington in 1791-3, while in Philadelphia.

   

The two FHC medals are another historically important smoking gunʼs, when it comes to 
the United States Great Seals and identification that involves Scotʼs original seal work. 
Mount Vernon has what they call the “SAID” GW-Presidential Great Seal, called the 
Dorsett seal. These two FHC medals show the identical, boarder edge design that is 
found on the GW-Great Seal that Mount Vernon's academic scholars have not been 
able to identify, who made the Dorset seal in their possession. There are several other 
relics found that show this same boarder design that will be in the book I am co-
authoring that will be out in 2015. Where scholars opinions on the added evidence will 
all for the first time, the restoration of Robert Scotʼs contributions to the National Coat of 
Arms of the United States. 
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Jeffersons Seal Design

There is no question of a doubt that Scot 
made this seal for Jefferson. When the image 
is inverted and blown up. We can see that 
Scot left his prominent makers marks where it 
sayʼs “IS” with “Rebellion to Tyrants Is 
Obedience To God”. Regards to all of Scotʼs 
work, he left several prominent makers marks 
of the mark being the letters “ST”.

Regards to the several monogramʼs recently 
studied. Scot did place snakes in the 
monograms. Example, the Lawrence 
Washington Seal shows full detail of snake 
heads on the ends of the monogram letters, 
where the ends look like a leaf tip. Done in 
such detail that that it represents symbolism 
associated in tribute to the Tribe of Dan.

Having found this original Jefferson wax 
impression by his seal. Great thought has 
gone into what Scot was trying to symbolize 
with Jefferson seal impression. Knowing that 

Scot began his training when he was very with his father. Who Masonic lodge had all of 
the senior, most important engravers and artists as members from Scotland. The tops of 
the “JT” on the monogram impression are not smoothed line cuts. Scot as a native of 
Scotland would have had great exposure to the ancient Pictish stones that are engraved 
with mythical creatures, much like the one below. Depicted as what is known as the 
Pictish Beast of Dragon that is a well known to all Scottish. 

Except, Jefferson is not Scottish! Jefferson is Welch and Welch 
mythology often connects the Lady of the lake with the King 
Arthur history and a very famous mythical creature called the 
Afranc, that is from or lives in Llyn yr Afranc, on the river 
Conwy. Welch mythology historians say the creature takes the 
form of an Alligator, hybrid type creature. My honest opinion is 
that we are seeing a type of mythical Welch creature and Scot 

is known to use creatures and snakes in his monograms, cut in 
great detail. Here we can only add speculation that the top of the “JT” monograms do in 
fact show an intention to place some kind of animals. The American Philosophical 
Society in Philadelphia owns the Wax Impression, seen on this document.
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Robert Scotʼs Invoice for Executing an Indian Medal, with Jeffersonʼs Memoranda, [13–
21 October 1780]
Robert Scotʼs Invoice for Executing an Indian Medal, with Jeffersonʼs Memoranda
[Richmond, 13–21 October 1780]
His Excellency Thomas Jefferson Esqr to Rot. Scot Dr.
1780

Oct 13
To Engraving and making a Medalion mould in Brass

 and casting paterns
£3150. 0.0

To Pewter for paterns
15. 0.0

To Cash payed on Acct Express as
 pr. receipt
41.14.0

£3206.14.0

37 Silver dollars estimated @ 140 for 1.

 To 37 Silver Dollars
1554.   

£4760.14.0
In Council Oct. 21. 1781
The within service was performed on requisition from the Executive.
Th: Jefferson
The within Account of £3206.14 was presented to the Auditors the 21st of October 1780 
a warrant for which together with the value of 37 silver dollars will be issued when the 
Treasurer is in a Situation to discharge it.
Auditors
In Council. Oct. 21. 1780
The Auditors alone have a right to say what Mr. Scott deserves to receive. The 
Executive think his account not unreasonable. The workmanship was extraordinary 
good.
Th: Jefferson
MS in two slips, among Contingent Fund Vouchers (Vi). Scotʼs Invoice is evidently in his 
own hand; the first of TJʼs two notes, together with the Auditorsʼ statement, is on its 
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verso. TJʼs second note is on a separate slip. A covering sheet bears arithmetical 
calculations on recto and the following endorsement on verso: “April 2d. 1781 Robt. 
Scott £4760.14. Contingent. [In another hand:] Exd.” (For a note on the Contingent 
Fund Vouchers in Vi, see George Brooke to TJ, 25 Jan. 1781.)
From this and related documents it is clear that TJ had called on the Richmond artisan 
ro[ber]t scot to execute the earliest Indian medal issued by the State of Virginia or 
perhaps by any state of which an example is known to survive (though it will be noted 
that the term Indian medal is not used in the present paper). There can be little doubt 
that this was done on the occasion of a visit to Richmond by Potclay and other 
Cherokee Indian chiefs, whom TJ planned to have continue their travels northward to 
Congress and Washingtonʼs army (see entry for TJ to Huntington, 10 Oct.; Page to TJ, 
20 Oct.; and Huntington to TJ, 21 Oct. 1780). Examples of the Virginia Indian medal of 
1780 survive but are of great rarity; the illustration of the medal in the present volume is 
taken from an example in the Appleton Collection in the Massachusetts Historical 
Society. C. Wyllys Betts, American Colonial History Illustrated by Contemporary Medals, 
N.Y., 1894, p. 261–2 (No. 570), records this and one other example (in the British 
Museum) and gives the following description:
“Obv. Rebellion to Tyrants is obedience to god. On a label in the upper part of the field, 
Virginia. Arms of Virginia; a woman in armor, with a sword in right hand and a spear in 
her left, presses her right foot on a man lying prostrate, and with her left foot secures a 
chain, which he clutches with his left hand; on the ground is a crown.
“Rev. happy while united. In exergue, 1780. At the right is a strange sort of tree, under 
which an Indian at the left and a white officer at the right, are seated; the Indian holds a 
pipe; at the left is an open sea, on which are three vessels; near them is a rocky point 
with a house.”
In design, this medal continued a well-established tradition: the reverse and the loop 
(calumet and eagleʼs wing) are quite similar to those found in several Indian medals 
issued during the colonial period (e.g., Betts, No. 510, dated 1764; compare Nos. 509, 
511), but in the obverse Scot substituted the seal of Virginia and TJʼs favorite motto, 
“Rebellion to tyrants …,” for the usual portrait of the sovereign.
As for Robert Scot (frequently written Scott, but not by the engraver himself), a 
contribution to The Numismatist, liv (1941), 84–5, entitled “Robert Scot, First Engraver 
at the Philadelphia Mint,” gives most of the details of his career that are known. He was 
born in Edinburgh, 1745, and was at first a watchmaker, then an engraver. It is not 
known when he came to Virginia, but on 12 May 1780 he was paid £2103.8 “for his 
Services & expences in detectg some persons concerned in counterfietg the paper 
currency” (Va. Council Jour., ii, 257). On 30 May 1781 TJ wrote Scot by express from 
Charlottesville requesting him to “make a medal of the kind formerly made” and to send 
it at once so that it could be presented to an Indian chief from Kaskaskia then visiting 
the Governor. Scot settled in Philadelphia in 1782, where for many years he was active 
as an engraver of maps, portraits, heraldic devices, diplomas, and book illustrations. 
See N.Y. Publ. Libr., Bull., liv (1950), 123. He was appointed engraver to the United 
States Mint by TJ as secretary of state, 23 Nov. 1793, and died in prosperous condition, 
1823.
In an answer to queries submitted by the editors after the present note was in the press, 
Mr. William J. Van Schreeven, Head Archivist, Virginia State Library, pointed out that on 
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21 June 1780 Nicholas Gauteir was paid £900 by the state for “5 silver medals made for 
the Cherokee indians” (Va. Council Jour., ii, 258). This clearly indicates that there were 
earlier medals issued by the state. Of Gauteir nothing is known except that he probably 
lived in Norfolk. Of Scot, however, more is now known. He wrote a letter from 
Fredericksburg, [14?] Sep. 1778, to George Webb at Williamsburg urging Webb to send 
him type metal for use in engraving “Money Plates” for printing state currency. This letter 
(in Vi; photostat in TJ Editorial Files) is printed in Virginia Imprint Series Number 4, 
Preliminary Checklist for Fredericksburg 1778–1876, ed. Carrol H. Quenzel, Richmond, 
1947, p. 99–100, where will also be found some other biographical data on Scot.
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